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From Brussels Midi / Zuid Station [Duration: ±15 mins.
Cost: €1.70 (one-way, bought from a machine)]
1. Take Metro line 2 (train to “Simonis”), 5 stops to
“Trône/Troon” station.
2. Walk along the platform, past the back of the train
(i.e. in the opposite direction to the train) and go up the
stairs (“Luxembourg exit”). You are at on the map.
3. Staying on this side of the ring road, cross the junction
in front of you. Walk past the
offices.
4. Turn hard left immediately after the ING offices onto
Rue d’Egmont/Egmontstraat.
5. The Club de la Fondation Universitaire/Club of the
University Foundation is on the right hand side.
A taxi from Brussels Midi/Zuid will cost ±€15 (10 mins)

From Brussels Airport (BRU)
EITHER by bus and a 15-minute walk
[Duration: ±1 hour. Cost: €3 (one-way, bought on the bus)]
1. You will arrive on “level 2” of the airport. Once you’ve
passed “arrivals” and are on the main concourse turn
right and take the escalator to “level 0”.
2. From “level 0”, leave the airport building turning right, go
to the bus stop not covered by the car park and take
the yellow (not white) no 12 / Brussels City bus.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Get off at the (final) Luxembourg (B) bus stop.
Turn right at the roundabout, so the glass European
Parliament building
is behind you.
Walk along Rue de Luxembourg / Luxemburgstraat and
turn left immediately after the De Meeûs park .
Walk along Rue de Paris / Parijsstraat, past the side of
the orange European Commission
building.
Turn right, and then right again onto Rue d’Egmont /
Egmontstraat.
The Club de la Fondation Universitaire/Club of the
University Foundation is on the left hand side.

OR by train and metro
[Duration: ±45 mins. Cost €4.50 (€2.80 train, €1.50 metro)]
1. You will arrive on “level 2” of the airport. Once you’ve
passed “arrivals” and are on the main concourse turn
right and take the escalator to “level -1”.
2. From “level -1” take the train to Brussels Midi / Zuid.
3. Follow the instructions opposite for “from Brussels Midi /
Zuid Station”.
Public transport prices and information correct as of 13/10/08. Taxi details
are estimates. For train info: www.sncb.be for metro info: see www.stib.be

A taxi from the airport will cost ±€35 (30 mins)

